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The Ferrer-s dimension of a digraph has been shown to be an extension of the order 
dimension. By proving a property of (finite) transitive Ferrers digraphs, we give an original 
proof of this above result and derive Ore’s alternative definition of the order dimension. Still, 
the order dimension is proved to be ‘polynomially equivalent’ to the Ferrers dirneirsion. 
A &graph is a couple G = (X, U) such that U E X2. We assume thalt X is finite 
(though such an assumption is not needed until Section 2). 
If G is reflexive and transitive, G is called a preordering. A partial: order is an 
antisymmetric preordering. A linear order (resp. 3 total preordering) is 3 partial 
order (resp. 3 prec rdering) which is complete (i.e‘ Vx, y E X xy $ U”, yx E U). 
If G = (X, U) ant1 Gi = (Xi, Ui) for 1 - 1 C . s k, an embedding of G in the Cartesian 
product G1 x G2 x 9 l l x Gk is a mapl;:*ag f :X+ X1 x - l l x Xk with f(x) = 
(f*(x), f#), l l l 3 f&h such that, for every x, y E X, xy E U iff fi(x)fi (y) E Ui for 
every i, 1 s i s k. 
A digrayh G = (X, U) is called a _Z?rrers digraph when there exists, a linear 
order (X, t) such that, for every x, y, z E X, if xy E L and yz E U+ then xz E U; 
such a linear order (X, L) (we also say the linear order L on X) is. said to be 
compa&;e with the Ferrers digraph G (L is not unique in general; Ferret-s 
relations were introcked by Riguet [ 121; the reader is referred to [l, 4,~6,1@, 111 
for more material on Ferrers digraphs). 
Dushnik and Miller [7] proved that a partial order is the intersection of all the 
linear orders containing it and introduced the dimension of 3 partial oader G as 
the minimum number of linear orders whose intersection is G. (“We denote this 
extended dimension, denoted by d, and which we 41 the errers dimension of a 
digraph (a proof is given ior the sake of compleleress). 
In Section 2, we prove that any minimal Ferrers clrgraph containin a transitive 
digraph G must be txrnsitive too (this bein,g a restatement of a ,3revious result 
[3]), which enables us to give specific characterizatio,?s of the rrer.; dimension of 
a digraph when it is transitive, when it is a preordcring, and when IP is 21 partial 
order (then providing, original proofs of Dushrik and Miller’s, Or’e’s and 
Bouchet’s result in the finite case). 
In Stxtion 3, by associating to a digraph G a pa rtial order P(G) whose order 
dimension is equal to the Ferrers dimension of G, we prove agam that dF ;B an 
extension of do, and show that the problem of firiding the Ferrers dimension of a 
digraph and the problem of finding the orde:i* dimenston of a partial order are 
polynomially equivalent in the s’ense of Karp [9]. 
The reader is referred to [5,6] for more results on the Ferrers dimension of a 
digraph. (For nstance, it is shown that the problem of finding the Fearers 
dimension of a digraph is polynomially equivalent to the problem of finding tl,, 
threshold dimension of a split graph: on the thresh&d dimension of a graph, see 
L&A- ‘31 ) 
eimYrs ension of :\3 
c6lre~~ [l]. Any digraph is the iF;tersection of the Fevers digrap!ds cmtclining it. 
oaf. Either G = (X, U) is the intersection cf the family of the Ferrers digraphs 
IL, = (X, X2-{xy}) for all xy$ U, or G - (X, >12? and is itself a Fearers dilyaph. 
arm [ 11. Thz Ferrers dimension d,(G) of a digraph G Es the smallest 
number of Ferrers digraphs whose ir iersecticn is S. 
ewe rl]. For aey digraph (7, dF(G) is the ma/lest number of Ferrers 
digraphs for which there exists an embc:dding of G in their mrtesian poduct, and the 
embeddzng can he forced to be a one-to-one FnappiQg. 
(1) Assume that G=G,nG,ng** n G,; then f, tie ned by fi (x) = x for 
s i s k, is an embedding of G in G, x G2 x l l l x Gk. 
(2) Assume that f is an embedding of G in G, x G2 :< 9 . 8 x Gk and let 6, = 
i) for 1 s i g k. For every i, let Ui ={xy c X2; fi(x).P;(y) 
); then G-G;nG$fb-nG( and, for eF*ery i,Gf is a 
(Let Li be a line.ar order compatible with Gi and, for each f,(X), let L, be a 
Iinear order on f;‘(z). Now let be the linear order on such that for an 
x, Y c f,(x,f,(y,~ &y and, if fi(~J=fi(y), the 
XYE I.) 
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(3) In part iii) of the 
force the embIdding of Theor& 
is a one-to-one mapping, Theref:>re, one can 
L to be a one-to-one mapping. 
In this section, by equivalence class of a preorder G =:T (X, U) we mean a 
maximal subset Y of X sati-fying: Vx, y E Y xy E U. 
1~’ G is a transitive &graph, any minimal Ferpers digraph cwmtaini;zg G 
is tramitiue. 
roof. Let G = (X, U) and let H =: (X, V) be a minimal .?errers digrq~h contain, 
Ing G. (There is no loss of generality in assuming that N has the *same set of 
vertices as G. fd.)r any induced subjqaph of a Ferrers digraph is in turn a Ferrers 
&graph.) Let Y’ be thl: set oi linear orders compatible with H. 
(1) For an} Id E 2’ a Id any x, y E X such that xy E V, there exists t E X (possibly 
t = x) such ihat xt E L and ty t: U. fatherwise H’ = (X, V’) with V’ = V- 
i ty ; xt E L} is a Ferrers digraph compatible with L, containing G and strictly 
included in H.) 
(2) For any x, y, z E ;,I’, if xy E U and yz E V, then .YZ E V. (Qtherwise, assum: 
that xy E U, yz E V and xz $ V for some x, y, z E X. Then, for any L E I Y, one must 
have yx E L (and y # x). Let I(L) denote the interval {t; yt, tx E L) and assume that 
L E 2 with ths furthel assumption that I(L) is minimal with respect 710 inchkon. 
(Keeping in mi:ld that, from now on, x, y ard z are fixed vertices.) Let y’ be the 
element that covers y in L (i.e. y’ # y. yy’~ L and, for any t E X -. y}, yt E L 3 
y’c E L: in partisular, y’x E L and thus y’ E I(L)). Now assume that yt E V for some 
t E X. Because r,f (I), there exists t’ E X such that yt’ E L and t’t E U; it t’ # v. then 
y”t’E L and, be :ause t’t E V, one has y’t E V, and otherwise, xy, yt E U, therefore 
xt E U c V, and because y’x E L, one has y’t E V anyway. Thus it is cizar that, for 
any t E X, yt E V iff y’r E V (in particular y’ # x for yz E V while A::!$ V; thus 
Y’E I(L)-{y, x)), and the linear order L’ obtained from L by permut ng y and y’ 
is still compatible with H while I(L’) c a( L j. which contradicts the rr inimality of 
I(L)). 
(3) H is transitive. Assumz that xy, yz E V for some x, y, z E X. Be .:ause of (1 ), 
there exists t E .Y sue that r-t E L and ty E U: because of point (2). one must have 
tz E V; therefore xz c V.) 
lo YS fro 
the Definition can be forced to be total preorderings. nd can be forced to be total 
preorderirgs with same equrvc;leuce &sses as 6. 
ooiE. The first statement of Theorerr 5 is a restatement of Theorem 4 when G is 
a preordlering, for a total preordering is nothing but a reflexive and transitive 
Ferrers digraph (reflexive. + Ferrers+ complete, and tra 
Ferrers). The second statement of Theorem 5 comes from 
that any minimal total preordering containing a preordering G has the same 
equivalence classes as G. 
eore [ 1,7,11]. If G is a partial order, then the Fearers digraphs of Theorems 
1 and 2 and of the definition can be forced to be linear orders. 
r’oof. Theorem 6 is a restatement of the second statement of Theorem 5 with G 
being a partial order. 
[ I]. If G is a partial order, then d,:G) = d,(G). 
(Therefore, it is possible to derive results related to the order dimension from 
more general results related to the Ferrers dimension-the reader is referred to 
163.) 
Given any digraph G = (X, I/), let the dimensional order of G be the partial 
order P(G) = (D(G), c ) where D(G) is defined in the following way: 
(1) For every XC X, let D,(x) =(t E X: Vy E Xxy E U+ 5~ E U}. 
(2) For every x E X, let I&(x) = {t E X: tx E U}. 
(3) Let D(G) = D,(X) U D,(X). 
: For any digrclph G =I (X, U), arzd for every x, y E X. xy E U ifl D,(x) c 
D,(Y). 
e proof is left to the reader.) 
: Fo any digraph G, G is a partial order ifl G is isoa:2orphic to P(G 1. 
(The proof is left to th+: rea 
ve proposition shows that, taking into acco 
fin,: a dimension for any digraph, t 
e nsilon 
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e h G, dF(G) = t&#(G)). 
: assum that G = nlsiek Gi where Gi =(X, rr,) is a Fer- 
rers digraph for 1 =S i Q k. or any A E D(G) and for any i, let f,(A)= 
mink-&+(x); XE A), where d+(x) is the outdegree of x in Gi, and let f(A) = 
(f,(A), f,(A), . . ., f&W. 
(al f is an embedding of B(G) = (D(G), c ) in @.I, a)k, the Cartesian product 
( ,2)x(fij, 2q<*-x(~ ,a) with k faztors (for which the product order is still 
denoted by 2): 
0 For any A, BE D(G), if A C_ B, then f(A)af(iB). (It is clear from the 
definition of f.) 
For any A, B E D(G), if A g B, then f(A) #f(B). (First, note that for any i, as 
G, i$ a Ferrers digraph, for all x, y E X, one has d,+‘(x)> d,?(y) iff for every 
z E X, ye E Ui implies that xz E LJi. The necessary condition is correct otherwise, Li 
being a linear order on X compatible with Gi, one must have yx E Li and thus 
d:(x)(d,‘(y\. Now, two cases can occur: 
Case 1: Let B = D,(x) for some x E X. As A$ B, there exist t E A and y E X 
such that xy E U and ry$ U, while by E U for every b E B; then there exists some i 
SUCK that ty$ Ui while by E Ui for every & E B. Therefore d:(t) c d+(b) for every 
6 E B, and thus fi(A)<fi(B). 
Case 2: Let B = D?(X) for some x E X. As A$ ES, there exists t E A such that 
tx$ U while bx E U for every b E B. As in the first case, there: ex’sts some i such 
that fi(A)<f,(B); 
then, in any case, one has f(A) +f(B)). 
(b) Using Ore’s alternative definition of do (see the introduction) together with 
point (a), it is clear that dF( G) 2 do(P (6)). 
(2) d,(G)Q,(P(G)): let f be an embedding of P(G)=@(G), C) in the 
Cartesian product (E, S) = (E,, S1) X (E2, S2) X l l l X (& Sk) of k linear orders, 
andletf(A,=Cf,(A),f,(A),...,f,(A))foreachAED(G).Foreachi(l~iak), 
define Gi r-:(X, Ui) SO that xy E Ui iff fi(D,(x))sifi(D2(y)), for all X, y E X. 
(a) G = nICiCk Gi (for any x, y EX, one has: xy E U~D,(X)G H),(y)e 
jw,txN s f(D,!yN@f or every :, i(D!(w)) sifi(D,(y))#fOr every i, xy E Ui). 
(b) For e. ery i, is a Ferrer; digraph. (For each let & be a linear order On 
X such that, for al 1 x. y 5 X, if f, (’ ,(x)) <,fi(D*(y)), t en Xy E Li. SUCll an k, dWs 
exist and is clearly co 
(c) Using !Ire’s alte f d ) together with1 points (a) arId (b), it is 
is section. 
The new link established by Theorem ? between d, and d,, (which yields the 
same corollary as in Section 2) doesn’t seem very handy to use because of the 
definition of the dimensional order P(G). Rut 011 the ot er ,land, it is clear that 
there exist polynomial algorithms to compute P(G) from any digra>h G (by a 
polynomial algorithm, we mean an algorithm which terminates in a number of 
steps not exceeding some fixed polynomial in the length of the input, for instance 
say the nllmber of vertices of G). Therefore it is clear from heorem 7 and the 
above proposition that the problem of finding d,(Gl for any qiuen digruph G gnd 
the problem of finding d,(P) for any given partial order P are polynomially 
equivalent in the sense of Karp [9]. (In particular, if any of these two problems 
can be solved by a polynomial algorithm, then so does the other one. For more 
information on computational comDlexity, the reader is referred to [S, 91.) 
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